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4 S1: Allosteric regulation of DNAzyme
S1.1: DNAzyme cleavage
As a pre-experiment, DNAzyme digestion was firstly testified to ensure DNAzyme to cleave its substrate correctly. Figure S1 shows the possible reactions of DNAzyme digestion in this study. The reaction of DNAzyme digestion includes two kinds of processes, one is the direct cleavage of substrate ( Figure S1A ), and the other is the cleavage induced by DNAzyme displacement (1-4) ( Figure S1B ). From Figure S1C , DNAzymes can cut the substrates with or without protectors (lanes 5-9). But DNAzyme Z3 cannot cut substrate T1/R2 (lane 10) because of not complete hybridization with its substrate. In addition, it can be concluded that DNAzyme displacement happened (lanes 5-9) because the gel band corresponding to the substrates disappeared.
Another fact is that although the protectors P1, P3 and P5 existed, the DNAzyme displacement still happened (lanes 7-9).
S1.2: DNAzyme displacement
Inspired by the results in Figure S1 , further experiments ( Figure S2 and Figure S3 ) were done to test DNAzyme displacement with DNA or RNA-modified substrate, where the toehold length of substrate was slightly shorter than that of substrate-binding arm of DNAzyme. Native PAGE analysis of DNAzyme-displacement products. Strands D2 and D3 are DNAzymes, strand RI is the RNA-modified substrate and strand DR is the corresponding DNA substrate. Lane According to Figure S2B , DNAzymes D3 and D2 can cut the RNA-modified substrate RI accompanying with DNAzyme displacement (lanes 3 and 4) . However, when RI hybridized with its partially complementary strand RR, the DNAzyme cleavage and displacement (lanes From Figure S3B , DNAzyme displacement happened in the case of DNA substrate (lanes 11 and 12). But different from the corresponding cases in Figure S2B , there were some DNAzyme displacement happened in lanes 8 and 9.
From the experimental results in Figure S2 and S3, in the case of DNA substrate, DNAzyme can be used to implement some remote displacement (5) in the presence of 8 magnesium ion, and the substrate-binding arm of DNAzyme can be viewed as a single DNA strand logically to perform strand displacement.
S1.3: Optimization for logic unit
Control experiments were done to optimize the formation of logic unit. As shown in Figure S4 From Figure S5 , the toehold length of inhibitor has significant impact on the formation of logic unit (lanes 3-6). The impact is possibly attributed to the dangling of toehold which can hinder the substrate from binding DNAzyme. However, the style of substrate-binding end has little impact. In addition, the logic unit at 20℃ is more stable than that at 25℃.
According to the results in Figure S5 , the inhibitor T1 (lanes 6) shows good adaptability and is selected. From Figure S6 , the extension of inhibitor at its 3' end has some symmetric impacts on the formation of logic unit (lanes 5, 7, 9 and 11), although the four logic units can make right response to the input I1 (lanes 6, 8, 10 and 12). But interestingly, the gel bands in lanes 5 and 11 has almost the same appearance and almost the same symmetric patterns can be found in lanes 7 and 9. These facts can be due to the symmetric configuration of hairpin structure of DNAzyme. Figure S7A shows a generalized version of YES gate with sticky end to better use its released segment O3 to regulate downstream operation. From Figure S7B , the formation of YES gate complex with sticky end can be clearly observed in lane 5. And in the presence of input I1, the DNAzyme Z1 was activated and cut the substrate R3 (lane 9). After cleavage, the longer segment O3 was released and could be used to regulate downstream logic operation. Figure S8 presents the gel results as illustrated in Figure 2A . To make consistent behaviors of OR gate for different single input, in other words, to avoid reaction II in Figure S8A , further experiments were done as shown in Figure S9 . From PAGE gel experiment results ( Figure S9B ), the initial gel band corresponding to the OR gate complex (lane 1) disappeared in the presence of any one of input strand I2` or I3` (lanes 5 and 6), thus demonstrating the activation of DNAzyme. Similarly, when adding both of input strands I2` and I3`, the active DNAzyme Z1 was also produced to trigger the cleavages of substrate R1 (lane 7). In addition, from the gel band shifts in lanes 5 and 6, the OR gate responded to single input I2` or I3` in a consistent way.
S2: Development of DNA-based logic circuit

S2.1: YES gate
S2.2: OR gate
As a useful supplement, corresponding to the design of OR gate in Figure S9A , Figure   S10 shows the version of OR gate with sticky end. The allosteric regulation of DNAzyme could not only be mediated by linear DNA but also the nonlinear DNA with some secondary structure. Figure S11A and S12A shows the design scheme of an OR gate in which the DNAzyme is regulated by the input strand with hairpin structure. In this scheme, the allosteric regulation is driven by the toehold located at the loop domain of DNAzyme Z5. From Figure S11B , the OR gate complex can be observed in lane 5 and can be activated by strand I7 and I8 properly (lanes 9-11). 
S2.3: AND gate
Figure S13 presents the gel results as illustrated in Figure 2C . As shown in Figure S13 , the generation of the activation of DNAzyme Z2 can only be observed when treating with both strands I4 and I5 at the same time (lane 5), while additions of any one of them cannot lead to the generation of DNAzyme (lanes 3 and 4).
As illustrated in Figure S14A , DNAzyme Z2 was mutated to DNAzyme Z6. By using Z6 to develop a variant AND gate, the impact of hairpin domain of DNAzyme on the formation of AND gate was tested ( Figure S14B and S14C). From Figure S14C , the formation of the AND gate can be observed in lane 9. The activation of DNAzyme Z6 can only be observed with the additions of both strand I9 and I10
at the same time (lane 12), while additions of any one of them cannot lead to the activate DNAzyme Z6 (lanes 10 and 11) . The results show that the slight variation of the hairpin domain has little impact on the construction of the gate, which indicates the stability of allosteric regulation of DNAzyme.
S2.4: Two-level cascading circuit
Corresponding to Figure 3B , the whole PAGE analysis is shown in Figure S15 . 
S2.5: Feedback logic circuit
Corresponding to Figure 5B , the whole PAGE analysis is shown in Figure S16 . It is worth pointing out that the strand I6` possibly has the pseudoknots due to the RNA base rA (compare gel band in lane 10 with the one in lane 15). However, the possible pseudoknots do not hinder the DNAzyme cutting the substrate (lane 13) and the Unit 1 can also be triggered normally by the strand I6` (lanes 1 and 9).
S3: System simulation
In the following sections the braces {} are used to denote fluorescent value of reactants and the superscript Ini represents the initial concentration of reactants.
Firstly, all reaction formulas are mathematically modelled based on the explicit state-space forms (7) in a uniform schema. Secondly, experimental data were used to estimate the unknown parameters in the mathematical model based on nonlinear grey-box model (8) . Finally, based on mathematical model, the reaction process was simulated using updated parameters.
S3.1 YES gate
The YES logic operation is described through the following reaction formula,
where 1 k is the reaction rate constant. The reaction is modeled as follows.
State equation:
. <2>
Output equation:
The simulation results are shown in Figure S17 where 1 k =0.0013L/mol· s. 
S3.2 OR gate
Corresponding to three input cases, the OR logic operations can be mathematically modelled as follows.
Case 1: OR logic operation triggered by the input strand I2 is described through the following reaction formula,
where 10 k and 11 k are the reaction rate constant. Without considering the time delay, the reaction is modeled as follows.
. <6>
Case 2: OR logic operation triggered by Input I3 is described through the following reaction formula,
where 2 k is the reaction rate constant. The reaction is modeled as follows. . <9>
y={O1} . <10>
Case 3: OR operation triggered by both inputs I2 and I3 is described through the following reaction formula,
where 3 k is the reaction rate constant. The reaction is modeled as follows.
. <12>
The simulation results are shown in Figure S18 where For the three cases, the simulation results (curves 1-3 in Figure S18A ) fit well with the experimental results (curves 1`-3` in Figure S18A ) and the deviation was within the range of experimental errors. According to the reaction rate constants 1 k , 2 k and 3 k , the reaction of OR operation triggered by both inputs is much faster than that triggered by only single input.
S3.3 AND gate
The AND operation is described through the following reaction formula,
. <15>
The simulation results are shown in Figure S19 From Figure S19 , the simulation result (curve 1) fit well with the experimental result (curve 2) and the deviation was within the range of experimental errors.
S3.4 Two-level cascading circuit
The process of two-level cascading circuit is described through the reaction formulas as follows,
where 1 k and 2 k are the reaction rate constants. The reactions are modeled as follows.
. <20>
The simulation results are shown in Figure S20 
S3.5 Feedback circuit
Considering the protector strand P1, the trigger of Unit1 in the feedback logic circuit is described through the following reaction formulas,
. <25>
<26>
The simulation results are shown in Figure S21 of the strand I6 triggered the Unit 1 and procured the rise of fluorescent signal. Based on the above analysis, it could be concluded that the Unit1 was enough sensitive to the input I6. In addition, inhibitor T5 could be used as a controller to limit the response level of the Unit1.
From Figure S21 , the simulation results (curves 1-3) fit well with the experimental results
The feedback circuit is described through the following reaction formulas,
where 1 k and 2 k are the reaction rate constants. The corresponding model of the feedback circuit is as follows.
. <30>
Because there was a one-to-one correspondence between the duplex Z3/L and the released strand I1` tagged by fluorophore, the {Z3/L} was selected as the system output variable to simplify the modelling of feedback circuit. Because of the excess of inhibitor T5
and T1, some of input I6 and the connection duplex P1/I1` could be consumed by T5 and T1
respectively, which could make some losses of fluorescent signal. Therefore, we selected the input condition when =0.15μM. The simulation results were shown in Figure S22 where 1 k = 0.014L/mol· s, 2 k =0.00006L/mol· s. From Figure S22A , the simulation results (curve 1) fit well with the experimental results (curve 1`) and the deviation was within the range of the experimental errors. But in Figure   S22B , the deviation was out of the range of the experimental errors. This fact was due to the Figure S22B ) had almost the same final intensities in the three cases. Even so, there was a positive correlation between the fluorescence signals (curves 1` and 2` in Figure   S22B ) and the simulation results (curves 1 and 2 in Figure S22B) . Figure S23 and S24 shows the simulative results for the cases when the initial input concentrations were 0.1μM and 0.15μM respectively.
Similar to the case in Figure 6B , the 2-stage evolution of feedback circuit is conspicuous 29 as shown in Figure S23 and S24. And the oscillation can be observed through asymptotic analysis as shown in Figure S23E -S23H and Figure S24E -S24H. In addition, the terminal time of feedback depends on the initial input concentration of I6 obviously: higher initial input concentration caused the feedback circuit to reach its saturated state faster. 
S4: DNA Sequences
All of the sequences used in this work were designed using Nupack (6). T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6   T7  T8  T1  T12  T13  T10   T20  T30  I1  I2  I3 I2` Figure S25 . Nupack simulations for single-stranded sequences in Table S1.   I3`  I4  I5  I6  I7  I8   I9  I10  R1  R2  R3  R4   R4L  P1  P3  P5  L  D2   D3  DR  RR  RL  RI   Z1/T1  Z1/R1  I1/ 
